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Zucker Will
Give Anthro
Lecture Here

Dean fears communications gap
by Tom Stamp

On Monday, October 12at8:00PM.
Dr. Wolfgang Zucker of Upsala Col ;
lege will deliver a lecture in Phllcmalthesian
Hall. The address
entitled "Encounter with Strangers' 'is'
the second in the series of Anthro,
pology presentations
sponsored
b,y
the Lectureships
Committee.
Dr.
Zucker
was trained in Ger.,
many. After the war he came tc Am ,
ertca and served on the faculty of
Utica
College
where he became
chairman
of the Department
of
Philosophy and Religion. He held this
post until his retirement
in 1965.
In 1959, through a grant from the
Lilly Foundation he served
as a
visiting professor
of religion at Ken.,
yon.
Dr. £uckerwillbeinGam~ierfrom
Sunday until Tuesday arternnon. He
hopes to attend some college class ,
ea.
rle received
his PhD. from the
Univer-sity of Berlin and did postdoctral studies at the LondonSchool
of Economics.
In 1961 he received
the
Lindback
Foundation
Dis_
tinguished Teacher award.
lie is tile author of "Jean Paul,"
and "London,"
as well as several
books in German. He is also a rre;
quent contributor to many philosoph;
teat and theological
journals.
The Pot.Hanger
Press, located in
the basement
of Peirce HaU, ten,
tatively plans to publish tW"Jstudent
authored works in either verse or
rose fiction, and is now accepting
manuscripts
for consideration.
Two
revicus publications
were" Ap_
oearances
bY Daniel Mark Epstein
and "The M. Poems And Others'
by David
Bergm'1n. Manuscripts
should be submitted either to Don
Maxwell (Leonard 24) or Jeff Berm
(Old Kenyon 311).

FORMER Kenyon Professor, Dr.
Wolfgang
Zucker
will lecruee
Monday, Ocrcbee 12.

Last Sunday night's meeting of the
Student Council saw two diversions
from the normal order of business,
the first for
remarks
by Council
member Myer BerJow, and the sec.
ond for discussion
with Dean Edwards.
Berlow addressed
the council concerning actions which had been taken
last week, which he considered
tri.
vial and destructive inthatthe Coun.,
err's stand on the Special Projects
Committee jeopardized
a new dark.,
room for REVElLE. He also eom.,
merited on Council's juvenile sense
of responsibility,
saying that he felt

Judicial Board Amended
Three
amendents
to the const,
tution of the Judicial Board were the
main order of business in wednes.,
day's meeting of the Campus Senate.
In addition, an temporary duty was
added onto Senate's
already busy
calendar,
at least until the conantutional
Committee
can re-Iormu,
late the concept of student rights.
The most important
amendement
was one which guarantees
the right
of any student to a hearing before
the full Judicial Board in any case,
if the student so desires. His other
recourse
is to have the case heard
by the Dean. The second and third
amendements assured that the Board
would sit at full membership
at all
times, even if it nectssttated tem.,
porary members,
such as at the end
of a term.
Alllb.ree were passed, but not before a lengthy discussion
over the
right of students toprotest when they
feel an injustice has been done to
them involving the breaking of no
rules. Jon Ayers broughtuplb.e sub_
ject, and mentioned such things as
the takeover of the student towel ser_
vice last year, and the rights of mar.

rted

students.
Provost Haywood movedthatSenate act in such a role until the Constitution Committee
could come uo
with some sort of a solution. The
motion passed,
with only one dis,
senting vote.
In other business, Mr. Haywood announced that President
Caples has
progressed
to the point where he
takes Ilve-mtle walks, and expects
him to be back at his desk on Octo,
ber 27.
The Provost
also announced that
last June President
Caples had, in
conjunction with Pennsylvania
law,
signed an agreement
that the Cot.,
lege should report to theStateofPa.
any students convicted, either by
Civil Authorities
or by the College,
of "campus
disorders."
Dean Ed.
wards stressed
that the President
had misgivings oversigningthedoc_
ument, but the law stated that if
Kenyon hadn't agreed to it, all Ken_
yon students receiVing aid from the
State of Pennsylvania
w'.>uld have
lost such aid, an amount totalling
some $35,000.

Environmentalists dedicated to
preservation of our spaceship'
Mt. Vernoncilmmuni1;yandmoreim.
portantly how to increase conscious_
The first meeting of the Kenyon
ness of the
future environmental
Environmental
Committee
clearly
problems.
Suggestions ran from get·
demonstrated
that concern for the ling trash recepacles
on Middle
natural environment,
even inaplace
Path to the feasibility of 6ale of low
as relatively pure as Kenyon, is not lead gasolines
in the community.
just a passing fad but a legitimate
Some of the more important points
dedication to the preservation
of our discussed
concerned
the possibili_
spaceship earth. The type of enthutIes of having grocer Hayes stock
siasm which was generated
in that only returnable b:Jttles and lowphos_
meeting came from the belief that
shate detergent.'>, recycling of glass
the envirorunent
was important and through such companies as Chata_
that change could ancl must be af_ nooga Glass Co., supplying low phos.
fected. In a sense it was not just
phate detergents
in the laundramat,
meeting but a mubJal commitbnent
conservation
of electricity
on cam_
and a mutualiearningexperience
for pus (ie, turning off lights when leav_
aU involved.
ing a room), conservation
of water
The meeting was o;>8ned by presiespecially
in rest rooms, explora_
denl Jack Killen in which he made
tion of the environmental
effects of
some very general comments conproposed
expansion
of Rt. 229,
cerning the committee.
Mr. Killen
cleaning
up the Kel\Yon Preserve,
mentioned that there was an environ_
and maintaining
in[orm.ltion on the
mental buJletin board on the second
status of congressional
legislation.
flOOr of the Biology Building W11ich
The discussion
almost inevitably
was Open to public use. He aiso noted
led to a questioning of whom to focus
that he was looking into the prospects
attention on in the polJution question.
of receiving
a NationaJ
Science
One person sttggested that Ille comFoundation grant [or research
promittee
should primarU)'
deal with
jects concerning
the environment.
large scale industrial
polluters.
A
He also hoped a study group con_ counter proposal
was made by Mr.
Sisting of chemists,
biologists
and D. Greenwood in which he stresse<l
even economists
would be formed to environmental
conSciousness
by the
study the sources o[ pollution of the entire populous. Dr. Burns suggest.
KOkOsing River and what could be
ed that the question lUlder considera.
done to alleviate the situation.
tion was similar to who kills the man,
Opening the meeting todiscussion,
the gun of the p·"rson with the gun.
President
Killen entertained
sugHis solution was both to apply pres_
gestions as to how to deal with the sure on polluter through public de_
present problems
in the Gambier_
monstrations
and also through 1et_
by Adam Gilbert

a

ters to the editors of local papers.
He also suggested the possibility
of
posting signs in supermarkets
in_
forming the people of the problems
and the choices that already exist.
For example, since people have to
buy a detergent,
they could be made
aware of the low phosphate deter_
gents that exist.
A question was asked relating to
how the sewage from Kenyon College
is disposed
of. Dr. Burns replie<l
that some of the sewage was put into
septic tanks and some treated and
then piped into the Kokosing Hiver.
He noted that although thepipedsew_
age was well treated,
it was still
high in phosphates.
He continued by
telling the committee
that phos_
phates in themselves
are not harm_
ful but could be put to constructive
purposes.
For
example,
treated
.....ater high in phosphates
cO:.tld be
Sprinkled
over farm lands for the
phosphates
make excellent [ertiliz_
ers.
Mr.
Killen
felt that som? of the
suggestions
made couJd be put into
effect
immediately.
People volun.
teered to speak toMr. Ha.l'es, others
would look into cleaning the Kenyon
Preserve
and others
would be in
charge of congressional
affairs, lit.
ter clean_up and Ille Kokosing swdy.
Thus after one hour of suggestion
discussion,
and debate, th.ecommit.
tee adjourned,
a bit more educated
and a bit weary but nevertheless
convinced
that progress
would 00
made.

Council
should address itself to
more pressing problems, such as the
use of segregated unions at college
construction
projects,
the male
chauvinist attitude toward the Coordinate College, and America's
imperialistic foreign policy and repression at horne.
Dean Edwards began his dtscusston with Council by stating that he
had come to bridge what he felt

was developing into a communtca.,
tions gap. He felt that the tone of
the previous week's Council minutes
were indicative of its heading in the
wrong direction,
and he wished to
rectify its course. His primary con,
cern was with the pitchoftbemeetlngs, which he believed should be on
a higher level. He suggested that

there

were possibly better ways of

resolving
problems and indicating
frustration
than Council has used in
the past.
The Dean's remarks were ronowed by a discussion
period in which
members of Council eccresseduierr
concern with administrative
interference
into the realm of Student
Council. Dean Edwards replied that
within the structure
of the campus
government
there are necessarily
some groups with more power than
others.
He agreed, however, that the present
procedure
was not necessarily
right,
and urged that means of change be

explored,
along with an exploration
of his own role in relationship
to
council.
The question o~ whether the unions
doing construction
on campus were
indeed all white was brought up, to
which the Dean replied that he did
not know, but would assume U1at they
were. He went onto say that there
were many ways to communicate
frustration
with such a situation and
to attempt to resolve it
In response
to a comment on the
College's
worshipping
a financial
god, the Dean said that the money
argument
is indeed an important
one, but that he hoped it would not
be looked upon as a necessary argument in all cases, A question about
the worth of the Black Student Union
as a communications
link between
white and black students On campus
was raised,
to which the Dean replied that he believed that it would
in the long run be beneficial to the
college community.
Under new business, Council dis.,
cussed Freshman
Council elections,
which have now been completed with
the exception of run-errs necessary
for two positions.
It was also Sllg_
gested that library hours be extend;
ed on dance weekends, Sunday rnom.,
Ings, and during the week. The Student Affairs Committee will look into this matter,
and attempt. to find
a solution to the problems involved.

'Metz' support soars
my, crime, student Involvement, and
pollution
"·nUiloJ the Metzenbaum's
leading Issues. She went on to explain that their can ....lign was "peo.
pie oriented."
As a matter of general
policy,
Metzenbau-:Jl l,roposes
the
reallocation
of the ilmnenses sums
of money spentforrrulitary
purposes
to domestic program~,
not the least
of which are housing, ecology, and
aid to schools.
In addition to his
Fran Pegues, accompanied
bJ the support of the Hatfield_McGovern
proposal,
Metzenbaumadvocates
the
Columbs
camJJaign
coordinator,
immediate and complete withdrawal
Ju1y Delewes,
a.idressed herself
of American
troops from Vietnam.
questions l:u:lCilrning both thesta':us
He also proposes reducing our mil_
of thc:'r campaignandMetzenhaum's
itary commitments
in Germany and
.;' and on recent issues.
around the world.
The
MetzeilJ<J.um 11)1}l{eswoman elsewhere
Miss Pegues
admitted that Metstated that at pr~SSl1t the canldate
zenhau'Tl'r. success thus far was in_
was running only 2_8% bch:nd GOP
deed
remarkable;
however
she
notable,
Robert Taft Jr. She at.
stressed
the [act that it is going to
tributes this relative S!J~(!eS5 in the
take a cO:l..~ert.ed effort by everyone,
state of Ohio to the gr<Jwing reluc_
especially
students to canvass re.
tance amo!1J' Republicans
to ~upport
sidentia:
areas now and on election
the policies
of the Nix;:l11Ad'l1inis_
day to get people to the polls. Also
tration an,y longer. Inailtli;iotla8'l'Y.!
she req'l~,>ted the :.lid of Kenyon stu_
d~al of Republican
swjl18 'ner,
she
dents to do work in Columbus on
explained,
was the cau.'>c of fears
weekends befOi'" ~e election. Paul
that Taft may be implica~d
in the
Kaufman also si)QI{~:.o.lrea newsmen
recent GOP scandals.
telling them 'J~th,~activitiesplanned
Speaking 0' the candidate's
pol_
by the Kel\Yoll 07;;(,H'zation in sup.
icies, Pegll: S ~:~
.be war, econo_
port of 1-I0W;\!"u M·~lzenbaum.
Representatives
from the COL_
LEGIAN and other area press agencies met last Monday in the Peeps
l~e
with Fran Pegus. Ohio Youth
Coordinator
for Howard Metzen_
baum, Ohio senatorial
canidat.e. The
purpose of the visit was to confer
with Kenyon coordinator for Metzen_
baum Paul Kaufman and to arouse
student interest for Cuyahoga County
democrats.

FRAN PEGUES, Youth Coordinator
for Howard Melzenbaum
and
Paul Kaufman. Kenyon Coordinator talked with area press Monday.
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Myers near
Chris Myers, Kenyon's senior star
pass receiver, has gotten close to
two OAC and NCAA records. Hehas
live pass receptions for T .D.'5 togo
to tie the an.ume OAC record for
career T.D, pass receptions. Healreads holds the OAe records for
career
pass
receptions and total
career yards receiving. Chris needs
30 receptions to tie the .'\CAA re.,
cord for career receptions, now held
by Bruce Cerone of Emporia State,
Two other records are farther
from the Lord's grasp. He needs
25 T.D. receptions to tie the l\'CAA
career
T.n. receptions record.
Also, Myers is 1,133 yards away
from the i\'CAA total career yards
recieving of 4,354.

KENYON

COLLEGIAN

Pioneers ruin Lords home opener
By Richard

Clarke

Frustration
is probably the best
word to describe Kenyon's football
game against Marietta on Saturday.
The Pioneers, employing a tlme ,
consuming ball control offense and
taking advantage of two key breaks
in the first half, ruined the Lord
grldders' home opener with a 21_0
tr-iump. The win, Marietta's first in
three tries, snapped Kenyon's two
game winning streak.
A big, tough Pioneer defense contained Kenyon's eXPLosive offense

KENYON'S defense viciously guards ifs ferritory ag;:J.inst fhe. MadeUa
power offense. However, 1be ~
suffe.recl a 21-0 loss in Jb.t Saturday's game.

and made things miserable for Lord
quarterback Bill Christen, Christen,
harassed by a strong Marietta pass
rush, didn't enjoy one o~ his better
days. He completed only 8 out of 27
for 126 yards, threw five Intareep.,
tions, and was tackled 7 times for
losses totalling 43 yards.
His favorite target, flanker Chris Myer-s,
was reasonably contained by the Pto,
neer secondary, which often employ;
ed double coverage. Christen
managed to hook up with his primary
receiver for 4 completions, two of
them .long gainers of 31 and 28
yards. However, Chriswasunableto
elude the coverage to get the big
reception to put the Lords on the
scoreboard. When he was able toget
free,
Christen
was long with his
passes under the strong pressure of
the Pioneer
linemen, The Lords
other big gun, running back Roland
Parson, was also contained
by the
Opposition which limited him to 73
yards in 22 carries, following his
two 100 plus rushing efforts. At the
beginning of the game, Parson was
the leading scorer in the NCAA.
Marietta got their first scoring op_
porunity when Parhamovich Inter;
cepted a Christen pass and returned
it to the Lord 6 yard line. The visttors didn't wait long to capitalize
on the miscue, as fullback Dave
Rader busted into the end zone on
the next play. The conversion was
good and Marietta led 7.0. They increased their advantage to 14_ 0 the
next time they got their hands on the
ball, With the Lord offense unable to
move, Myers punted to the Pioneer
returnman
who was trapped and
brought down at the 10 yard line.
However an illegal procedure pen.
alty against the Lords nullified the

I(enyon rolls over Hiram, 4-0
brisk wind that was present through;
out the game, Kenyon's fullbacks,
however, had .!10 difficulty in thwarting any attack that Hiram could mus;
tee. The Lords, meanwhile, a'pplied
constant pressure
on their
oppcnent's defense, although no scoring
developed until midway through the
second quarter. Then, Bruce Mavec,
playing left_Wing, received a pin;
point pass from Co-captain Steve
Bralower , and booted it into Hiram's
goal for Kenyon'S initial score of the
afternoon. By half-timE, Hiram had
lost no further grou!1d as far as the
score was concerned, and Kenyon
led, 1_0, at intermission.

by Tom Andrew
In what Coach Jim Zak termed the
best collective effort thus far this
season, the Kenyon varsity soccer
team defeated Hiram College by a
score of 4-0. The Lords' defense a.,
gain played an excellent game, as it
limited Hiram to amcre seven shots
on goal. Furthermore,
goalies Andy
weltenbach
and Jeff Hymes were
forced to make Only three saves be.
tween them. Meanwhile, Kenyon's
offensive strength proved toopower.
ful for Hiram's defenses, as the
Lords bombarded their challenger
with thirty-six shots and pummelled
the Opposing goalie constantly, as he
had to make twenty_one saves in ad_
tlition to letting the four scores get

by.
FIRST

HALF

The first quarter was scoreless as
both teams attempted to adapt to the

THIRD QUARTER
The third quarter was a slightJ.y
different story for the Lords, as
their sustained offensive efforts paid
off in the form of nvo more goals.
Witil about six minutes elapsed in the
period , Steve Bralower , assisted by

MAGNAVOX
Television,51ereo,

Topes,

Speakers,

KNECHT·FEENEY

Componenf

. Units, Radios.

fLEC. CO.

6 S. Main 51., MI. Vernon

.
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COME IN AND SEEOUR

"GO-GO" GIRL"
IN ACTION
Monday thru Saturday

ANTON'S LOUNGE
222 Soatb :Main

TRY OUR FAMOUS PIZZA - 397-9576

Stewart Peck, boomed the ball past
Hiram's goalie to Increase Kenyon's
lead to 2_0. The Lords' next score
came with only twominutes remain,
ing in the third quarter, as Ken
Alpern netted his third goal in two
games this season on another fine
pass from "Bray."
FOURTH

QUARTER

The rest of the game was played
on fairly
even terms
with both
coaches
substituting
freely, Ken_
yon's defense was, as usual, just as
stubborn, and goalie Jeff Hymes, now
giving Andy Wellenbach a well~de_
served rest, found it easy to keep
the Lords' shutout intact. Kenyon'S
offense, however, was not finished.
With just one and a half minutes
1eft in the game, Stewart Peck, after
receiving a nice pass from Tyree
Wilburn, placed the ball in the righthand side of Hiram's goal for the
Lords' final goal of the contest. The
victorious
verdictof
Kenyon
4,
Hiram 0, upped the Lords' overall
record to 3-1 this season. Thus far
this fall, Kenyon has scored sixteen
goals, while allOWing their opponents
a mere
two taUies. The Lords,
therefore,
are looking ahead opti_.
mistically to the next few weeks ('f
their schedule, which consists of a
home game this Saturday against
Marietta College, an away game on
Tuesdaj' with Oberlin, and t\vo home
gam;!s on Oct. 17 and 21 with 8h.io
Wesleyan and Mac-Murray.
Welcome

To

RINGWALT'S
IN DOWNTOWN
MOUNT

VERNON

HOWARD STREETGARAGE
& BODY SHOP
Phone

393-3986
o~ 392-5131
660 How':Ird Sireet
Mount Vernon, Ohio

PARSON moves towarl1 the line as ::the Lords
1st qu'arJer 14-0 score.
play. They had tokickagainandthis
time, Steve Morris brought the kick
back 69 yards for another touchdown,
and the conversion attempt was sue;
cessful again. Right then, the Lord
gridders and their supporters realized it was going to be a long afternoon.
The Lords tried to fight back, as
they drove into Marietta territory
on long gainers by Myers and Parson. However, his march washalted
by another interception, this time by
linebacker Steve Rook. Another Kenyon drive towards the end of the
first half died when on a 4th down
play, Christen was rorced to scram ,
ble out of the pocket and failed to
pick up the first down.
In the 3rd quarter neither team
could sustain a drive in order to put
points on the scoreboard.
Kenyon
was given an opportunity when (de.
renstve end Jim Musbach) recovered
a Marietta fumble on the Pioneer 31
yard line. However on the ensuing
series the threat was killed when
linebacker Doug Jones picked off a
Christen pass. With 7:13 remaining
in the contest, Marietta scored the
clinching TD on a 2 yard run by
Rader and the extra point made it
21.0. Kenyon threatened once more
with less than 3 minutes in the game.
Christen moved the Lords to the Pt.,
oneer 20 with passes to halfback Tom
Smastag, tight end Mike DuffY, and
wingback Butch Blac. But the Pi:'
oneer-s last interception preserved
.the shuout.

strain

.to overcome

a

KEY FACTORS
One of the key factors in the game
was the successful ball control tac_
tics of the visitors.
Though they
managed to score only one TD on a
sustained drive, the Pioneers stayed
on the ground, especially in the first
half, grinding out yardage and consuming time on the clock, Ball control was the key to the victory. Frequently. the Lords gave the ball up
after only 4 down. The defense did a
good job of containing the Pioneers,
considering they were on the field
much of the time.
The double_coverage
Myers re-,
ceived in Saturday'S game will no
doublt be continued. The Lcrdsvout,
standing pass receiver
will be a
marked man. For him to be effective,
the Lords will have to make .use of
their secondary receivers to divert
attention and keep the defense hon.,
est, as they did in that last drive
of the 4th period of Saturday'S eon,
test.
Kenyon
travels to Illinois this
weekend for a Saturday contest with
Lake Forest College. The Lords are
a slight favorite to win this game.
Lake Forest has most of its members back from last year's
team
which lost to Kenyon at Homecoming
last fall. Lake Forest operates out
of a single-wing offense which wiU
require a little extra preparation on
Continued

-------

on Page 6

.SPORTS-TABI
Last Week's

ResulJs

Muskingum 20, Baldwin-Wallace
9
Capital 21. Denison 14
Heidelberg 23. Hiram 1
Woosfer 26. Mount Union 22
WiUenberg 76. OUerbein 6
MarieUa 21. Kenyon 0
Carnegie-Melon
32. Oberlin 20
Wm. and Mary 33. 0, Wesleyan 29
Standings
OAe
Team
Heidelberg
MuskingulD
Wittenberg
;:apitOil
Wooster
KENYON
Hiram
MarieUa
IMount Union
Baldwin-Wallace
DeniSon
Oberlin
Ohio Wesleyan
Otterbein

W
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
·0

L
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

All

T

P

A

W

L

T

P

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

45
47

7
30

3

14

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7

"

0
1
0

78

2

"

5~
14
20:

21
26
41

"
42
22
9

14
14
0
23

This Week's
Capital at Heidelberg"
WiUenberg af Denison
Marietta at Hiram
OUerbein at Mount Union
Wooster at Ohio Wesleyan

,

22

,
,

3
2

0
1
1

38
37
27
26
20

2

2

1
1

21

2

1

49

0
0
0

2

22

117

1
1
2

2

3
3

A

,.••
.." ;~
,.

177
50

39
62

114
67

86
34
29
30

Schedule
Baldwin-Wallace
at Hofstra
KENYON aJ Lake Fares!
Ashland at Muskingum
Allegheny at Oberlin

74
57

au

••

lS~
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Obstacles Impede Year Abroad
Foreign Study Lowest Here
the first class of sophomore women be resolved this year. How many
has given a new impetus towards students can this college afford to
Participation in a student abroad foreign studies. This change has lose to foreign studies; will there be
program can be one of the most been long overdue. "Kenyon," he a "ceiling" to thenumberperm1tted
valued experiences of one's college pointed out, "sends the fewest num- to go? Some preliminary figures In;
career. Indeed, fore~
s1udy can ber of students abroad of almost any dicate that as many as forty women
make a tremendous contribution to- other comparable liberal arts In., of the Coordinate College are serwards realizing that goal of be- stttuttcn." In comparison to other
iously considering junior year a_
coming liberally educated, "Not only G.L.C.A. participating
colleges broad. Can this college financially
does it fit perfectly with the liberal
(some who send abroad as many as cope with such a number? To such
arts,"
insists Marv Richardson,
100 students), Kenyon's number has
questions, Prof. McLeod, chairman
"but it also helps you gain an ln., been relatively miniscule. This, of the International Education Comsight into the arts."
mittee, believes that, ·' .•.. 11's too
Prof. Hecht ..believes is the con.
Mary was one ofapproximately ten sequence of a general lack of enearly to say, we' II have to face that
Kenyon students, who had the privicouragement on the part of both the problem when and if tt comes." Yet,
lege of studying abroad last year. It administration and faculty.
is it too early? Certainly such conwas unfortunate that such a small
siderations ought to have been made
The newly-opened Office of Interproportion of the college could par- national Education (located In the before women even came to Gamtake of that privilege. Happily, this former "Kenyon Review' building bier. Prof. Hecht pointed out, that
will not be uie case in the future. on Chase Ave.) faces a number of many institutions resolve this proThe opening of the Coordinate Col; problems this year. The office, it- blem by stepping-up admissions to
PROCEEDS from the two benefit concerts given for Head Slart last
lege has produced numerous changes self, operates out of G.L.C.A funds. allow for the lost junior year.
Saturday have now totalled upwards of $325. according :10 program
in the Kenyoncommunity; one change With such an interest in foreign stu.
Even 1f a soonomore class of woofficials. Several sfudents including those photographed above conis fated to occur this year _ a great;
men did not spur-on new interest in
dies
this
year,
Dtrector
Hecht
eer-.
tributed their talents in a fund raising effort which will benefit
Iy increased enrollment in foreign iously questions the efficiencyofhis
foreign studies, it is time that such
equally Head Start and the Mt. Vernon Inter-Church Social Service
studies. Professor Hecht, thedirecoffice. As an active member of the questions as the validity of foreign
Discretionary Fund. Head Start serves to educate pre-school children
tor International Education, admits faculty, he is extremely limited in studies be acknowledged at Kenyon.
that interest in study abroad preaged 4-5 years who come fro:m underprivileged families while the
available time necessary for coun- It is time that both faculty and ad,
grams has risen 1000/0 over the pre;
laller is an emergenCT fund to offer temporary aid to needy families.
ministration realize that some reselling. "What is needed topromote
vtous year. He firmly believes that foreign studies at Kenyon would en- turning students (rom such programs can only serve to enrich the
tail the publication of a newsletter
and the hiring of a full time Direccommunity; returned students bring
to their classes a different back.
tor."
One question, that must be aske,,- ground from their fellow students as
is that of thecollege'spreparedness
well as point of view. Such an enfor sending a greater number of sturichment of community oughtalso be
The
COLLEGIAN interviewed Student Council President. Clark
dents abroad next year. Nearly two maintained by the presence of forDougan. Tuesday. Excerpts from thai interview are printed below.
years ago, an AdHoc Committee of eign students on campus. Thisyear,
we do not have even one foreign
Student Council published a report
Last May, most of the members of
Reporter: Please define your role
student at Kenyon. If ,moo.eysimply
entitled,
"Foreign
Study
and
Kenyon
the
community
were
proud
of
the
way
as Student Council President, inconStudents." in which 'c....roresaw this .ten't available, perhaps we should
junction with student government. that the administration, facult;y, and
development; "We note here that a consider some means of Iund.,
Clark: I could spew something the students were able to eolveprohigher proportion of women than men raising on the partofstudents,themstraight out of the handbook about blems, and I think problems ofgreat
students are usually language rna;
selves.
the fact that the Student Council substance, together. Therefore, in
What programs are available to
jors at liberal arts colleges, and we
President is invested with all those regard to campus government as a
students wishing to stuclYabroad? As
anticipate increased demand.for ad,
powers and duties incedent to such whole and the entire collegium, one
ditional opportunities in the language a member of the Great Lakes Colan cmce. But, more practically, the thing we need this year is a true
departments at Kenyon." Many wo- leges Association, Kenyon students
role of the Student Council President
definition of the roles and of the
can participate ftr:a number of tnter.,
men wish to gnabroad Icr other rearelationship between the faculty and
is two-told.
sons as well. One woman explained national study opportunities.G.L.C.
First of all, as president he 1s rethe students, the students and the
her desire to go abroad next year as A. provides such overseas.programs
quired to be the chairman and to administration. and even the admtnt,
a "remedy to a mare-oriented cur.
as Latin America, Scotla'nd, Near
preside over each of the Student stration and the Iaculty,
rtcutum." Certainly, a number of East, Japan, Yugoslavia, India, AfCouncil meetings. In chairing these
Much of the burden of this work is
students who do go abroad wish to rica, Taiwan, and the U.s.s.R. A
going to fall on the Constitutional
meetings, I think his job is primarily
undertake studies nat available to year abroad can also be undertaken
to see that business is conducted Committee. When this committee
within cther.admlntstered programs
them at Kenyon. Language majors
expeditiously and with some sort of does come up with their first ten,
under the aUspices of several Am.,
direction. There isnodisrespectintative proposal, I intend to call an on a personal basis. I think com- are not the only ones to benefit.
erican colleges and wtiversities.An
tended here, but I think there was a alt.schoot assembly, since I th1nk mwtications were greatly facilitated For example, many religion majors
individual student can even plan his
tendency in the past
sat onStudent that this is something that every
this year on the occasions whenSaga have greatly benefited from foreign
own program if he wishes to. Kenyon
study by the opportunity to observe
Council for two years prior 10 this) Kenyon Student must look at closely,
Pete came andexplainedthenewI.D.
students can obtain up to four units
for the president 10 set the agenda In this way the actual issues may be
card system, this past week when non-christian societies.
of
credit for sWdies gained abroad.
Another
woman,
expressing
her
(or the day. That is, he would try to seen and discussed before the proDean Edwards came to speak to the
Yet, a successful educational exsrectnceny direct the meeting to- posed constitution must be voted on Council, and on several occasions concern that certain departments
discourage their majors from ror-, perience abroad requires careful
war ends which he himself had set by the students.
when student representatives from
R: Will these assemblies be on a
out for that meeting. As a result,
various faculty committees came In; eign study, declared: "It's time that advance planning. The student should
contact, his or her major's departmany students opinions and many regular basis or just when there is to Council and ,explain what their a_ a lot of deparbnents here realize
voices were stifled, Some of the a need?
gendas were and what they have to that not every student is going to go ment as early as possible. It is ne_
cessary to obtain approval of ad_
C: As far as all_college assemblies
meeker personalities, or at least the
dO this year. But, many of these on to grad school. A liberal arts
visor. department chairman, and the
shouldn't merely
be
quieter members of Council, would go, again relying on experience, the' facts aren't really disseminated to education
regular assemblies we had when I the student public at large. The ma_ ground work before med or
law Provost. It Is Important to receive
either not speak out because everyconsultation from the Director of
thing was taking place above, or was a Freshman and Sophomore jority of the students don't read or schoo!." If (as the mOst recent
International Education. At his of.
would give in to the more vocal mem_ were eCCectiveat times, but very of_ at least don't read carefully the Stu- Kenyon handbook statee. the currifice, in!ormation of the many foreign
bers. This year one of the first
ten they would degenerate into mere
dent Council minutes. And, there_ culum "provides the-ireatestposthings I intended to do was to let gripe seeions and nothing of sub_ fore, as I said, much of the com_ sible flexibility for each student and study opportunities is readily avail_
permits him to design a schedule able.
COUncilknow that discussion would stance was actually discussedor re_
munication goes onapersonal basis.
All students interested in studying
be directed and thatl intended to
solved. Therefore, this year rather
This brings me back to the comment suited to his needs and interets,"
then such "flexibility" ought to be abroad next year are encouraged to
maintain order at all times. I was than calling assemblies on a regular
I made before about m.y job requir_
attend a meeting on November 3. at
leaving the agenda and the issues
basis, what I intend to do is 10 meet
ing a lot of footwork, acting as a able to include foreign studies.
themselves up to the students 10 whenever there is an issue of sub.
A very im\Xlrt.antissue will have to five o'clock in Philo.
Hason officer between Council and
discus's.
stance. By this I mean issues such the Dean, the Provost. the President,
Secondly, as an executive, and not as the proposal that will come outof
and the other administrators.
the constitutional committee. I inas chairman of the meetings them.
In addition, I think the stu<lentpress
selves, the job of Student Council tend to call all.college assemblies to can be very instrumental in dis_
discuss those issues. Also, I intend
President is to act all a liason be.
seminating vital information Ulat
!J.~a:'. aLl"t.biJ:rg.ubdl!a::m.hia:g.
to ask Mr. Lord to come before the most of the students should know.
tween the students as a whole and
students and explain the financial Unlike the Student Council minutes,
the administration and the faculty.
Since 1875
situation of tile college, and, inpar_
There's a lot of footwork involved in
the COLLEGlA."I& PERSPECTIVE
the job; there are a lot of people I ticular the specifies of the Ten_Year are publications which are read by
Visit Our "Celler"
have to talk to each week and each Plan.
the majority of the students and,
For The College Man
on the Square
day.
I think that these are facts that the since they are given out at dinner, a
On The Go
;n
entire
community,
all
of
the
stu_
Also, as an executive it is myduty
leisurely hour. most of Ule students
Fea,uring "Levis",
to set out, as the year starts, if not dents, should be aware of. I think that read them very carefully. This puts
Mt. Vernon
some specific goals, at least togive this will not only facilitate communia burden on the campus press toget
"Farah" and "Hagger"
cation, which is ultimately the pri_
the Council some general direction
the facts straight. At the same time.
~~for the entire year as far as focus_ mary purpose of an assem!)ly, but I think that again, the press can be
ing Onparticular issues. I think some will also move us toward a resolu_
extremely instrumentai in facilitat_
tion of many of the problems that ing communications between the
or tile issues we should focusonthis
we have. U's kind or a circular aryear are housing and students'
various sectors of the community.
rights, especially the definition and gument; many of the problems have
Again, I'd point out that while the
Hours; 1·5 p.m.
implementation of these rights. The to do with communication in this col- Student Council minutes aren't even
Wednesdays
& Weekends
427-3257
tendency in the past has been to de_ lege.
disseminated to all of the faculty
R.: How could you alleviate such members, the COLLEGIANis read
fine student government in terms of
Kokosing-Rand
Drives
how much power it has and how ef- problems at communication? What by most oC the faculty. And, there_
Gambier
fore, I think that the role of the COL}ective that power is. But. I don't are your opinions on this?
C; I thiJ.Kmuch o( it has to be done LEGIAfIiwould be a vital one.
think this is the true way to see student government at Kenyon.
Antiques & Collectibles
by Linda Urban

Dougan Sees His Role As Moderator
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OVla THI HILL
by Herb Hennings

Oberlin Women's Liberation met recently. The first action of the grOUp
was to exclude all men from the meeting, so that the women might be more
frank. about their interests and problems. The group is loosely organized so
as to be guided by individual members rather than elected or appointed 01.
fleer-s, The women present at the meeting reached no consensus as to the
purposes or women's liberation. One woman saw it as a means toward the
establishment o[ a socialist society while others discussed increased a.
baiiabiJity of birth control information, reform of abortion laws and equal
emulovment opportunities for women.

"THEKOKOSmG", an observalion
now enjoyed by local rail fans.

coach for the Santa

Fe

Superchief

transcontinental
train, is
Pholo by Siegel

Prof. Horwitz and guests
tour •In personal railway car
by Sieve SfeUler

Kenyon students who have been
down to the athletic fields this year
have seen a ninety ton stainless steel
railroad car sitting on the tracks in
front of the rarmers' co-op. It is the
recently -aequired property of Pro;
ressor Robert Horwitz, head of Kenyon's Political Science Department.
Prof. HorwItz, a Iljelong rail fan, is
president of the Newark Panhandle
Railroad
Club, an organization
formed five years ago in Newark,
Ohio. The group originally purchas.,
ed a car !rom the Baltimore and Ohlo
Railroad; and in 1968, Prof. Horwitz
bought his own furnlshed lounge-observation car from the Sante Fe
Railroad for $2500.
Prof. Horwitz's car was buIlt in
1955, and is one of about six cars of
this type in existence. It was deatgn;
eo to be the most luxurious rrans.,
partation oCthat day, and had been in
service as an observation coach Cor
the Sante Fe Superchief transconu,
nental train until its sale In 1968.

The club uses its twocars together
and has made trips to Washington, D.
C. and to an Ohio State University
- Michigan football game. Prot,
Horwitz laid eight;yfeet oftrack him;
self at the co-op last year and had
hls car moved from Newark to its
present resting place on the edge of
the campus. When he wants to take
the car on a t£.i.P:, he has it connected
to a freight train and taken to Columbus. At Columbus, he and his
guests board the coach after it has
been attached to a regular passenger
train. Under I.C.C. regulations,
railroads
are required to attach
club-owned cars to regular passenger trains with a specified charge
(18 fares Cor Horwitz's car). The
facilities of the whole train (dining
car, etc.) are then available to those
in the private car.
The Horwitz's car sleeps fourteen
and contains: four drawing rooms
with three berths, a table, and lounge
chairs; one double bedroom; one
lounge -observanon room;~and one

public restroom. Eachdrawingroom
has its own bathroom facilities, and
its own radIo speakers and controls,
with AM/FM stereo - an advanced
system for the period in which the
car was introduced. The only structural change Prof. Horwitz plans is
the addition of a shower room. All
furnishings were supplied with the
coach from the Sante Fe. The car
has selr-contatned airvconditlonlng
and heating, and its ownpower genby Russ Fields
erator. The generator is batteryThe Archives Room in the baseoperated while here at the co-op,
driven by belts [rom ijIe axtes when ment of the library is an enjoyable
on the rails, and can be plugged into place to browse. It is open to all
facilities at railroad stations when from 9:00 am until noon Monday
on long trips. In addition to their
through Friday. Mr. Greenslade who
trips, the Horwitzs have done some
was graduated from Kenyon in 1931
informal entertaining oC faculty,
is the custodian of the records. He
friends, and students in the car.
welcomes all to his domain.
Presently, Prof. Horwitz is planIf any freshmen are unhappy with
ning a three day Thanksgiving trip to
Nashville, Tennessee, leaving the the fact that they are allowed only
three cuts per course perhaps they
morning of Friday, November 27.
should peruse the 'Benson Scrap
The car will make the trek !rom Cot,
Book' of 1860. In that year the sophumbus to Cincinnat1 on the Pennomore and freshman classes had a
Central Railroad, and then switch to
combined total of 66 members.
the Louisville-Nashville
Railroad
Forty-seven of them or roughly 70%
[or the remaining distance, arriving
in Nashville around dinnertime on were dismissed from the school lor
Friday. A free tour of Nashville, the missing a single recitation. The
class was not "prepared to recite,
"Athens of the South," a Friday
ewing to the attendance the night bemght concert at the famous "Grand
Coniinued on -Page 6
fore BY PERMISSIONOFTHEFAC_

Underclassmen expelled
for missing single class!

PEOPLE ON

COLONIAL MUSIC, Inc.

THE GO.
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GO
CHEF

Alcove

VISIT
THE

An Adventure
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14.81 33.00 1S.50 i~
15.50 34.15 17J2 J.~

You're fair game when you wear
a Van Heusen Body Shirt.

11.25 31.15 18.11 "'0
11.81 41.00 20.50 '''''
2LOI 45.25 22.12 :~

•

.. -jFg::::

• 'restaurant
• cocktails
in Fine Dining

ULTY at a concert,"
The offending students submitted a
written apology; however the scree
book does not tell if it was accepted
or if the students were reinstated.
In 1895 the use of "BS" In the Collegiate life was not unknown. In the
December
issue of THE COlLEGIAN of that year the following
verse appeared: "Mary had a little
lamb
But when she went to college, She swapped him for a horse,
and so acquired useful knowledge,"
The next night you are awake and
studying for an exam you should be
comforted by the knowledge that you
are upholding an old tradrtton. The
1887 issues oC THE COLLEGIAN
carried full page advertisements for
"Hor sjord's AcldPhosphate-_espe.
.clally recommended CorMental and
Ph,ysJcal Exhaustion,"
When the men o[ The College meet
with the antipathy of the admtnts.,
tration of The Coordinate College
thE:Ywould do well to knowthat this
feeling is not new of Gambier girls.
In 1886 The Harcourt Place Female
Seminary was foundedonthepresent
site of the freshman ccrmuortes.
The Seminary falcult;r in 1887 declared that "the students oCTheKenyon College are certainly notgentlemen,"
kenyon life was really not so dif_
rerent in days gone by. ThIs COIURUl
wiJI present extracts !rom the ar.,
chives of the college.

Beware the Body
Shirt Snatcher!

,~

'2.8.25 '14.12 '31.50 '15.7!i .w

.

Vernon, Ohio

"Headquarters
for
Everything Musical"

BURGER

~

The student newspaper at Rio Grande College had gone on strike over
working conditions, contracts, salary, advertising and the Wdget.lt seems
that the budget is in the hands of the college public relations department
and not controlled by the Student Senate as the staff would like. They also
want h~er salaries and an air-conditioned meeting room.
Oberlin students are attempting to overturn their manditory physical
education requirement. A petition is being circulated calling for the offering
of physical education courses on a voluntary basis. The goal is 350 signa.
tures and the signees promise not to CuLfillthe physical education requirement. While that figure was arbitrary, the sponsors also feel it to realistic.
meat, While that figure was arbitrary, the sponsors also feel it to be real,
istic, because "the college will not refuse to allow 350 students to graduate" and they feel that that number of students will sign the petition. It
would take an act of the college faculty to abolish the requirement.

-----

Man, you'll just have to defend your property rights! 'Cause the new Van Heusen
Body Shirt is the best fitting "property"
in your wardrobe! Enjoy it all for yourself,
in bolder stripes and solids, with the newest long point collar and Zbutton cuffs.

WHY BUY AN UNKNOWN ••. WHEN YOU
CAN BUY FIRESTONE AT THESE PRICES?

PRIZES! Two big ones I Two round·trip
flights via SAS SCANOINAVIANAIRLINES
to Copenhagen and Majorca for a swing·
ing, e~pense·paid CLUB 33 vacation! Plus
a box of Van Heusen Body Shirts lor each
of 25 runner·up entries. Easy to enter; just
create your own slogans for our Body Shirt
ad. Send entries to College Contest, VAN
HEUSEN,417 Filth Avenue, New York, New
York 10016. Contest void wllere prohibited
by law.
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Open: 8:30_5:30 Mond3J' thru Wednesciay, 8:30_9:00 Thursday and
Friday, 8:30_5:00 Sawrday.
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A journey to Hell for children

Opinion

THE BRIDGE ·TO· THE OTHER SIDE, by Monika Kotowska, translated by Maia Wojciechowska,
Doubleday, $4.S0.
"There is many a boy here today
and "The Painted Bird," deals with small orphan girl,describes agroup
tile relationship
between children
that lived in front of her horne, a
who looks on war as all glory, but
and war. The bock'e compasslon and group that called itself the "Patriboys it is all hell.' That's what
ots." They would debate day in and
General William T. Sherman said
simple beauty make itapowerfuland
moving work.
day out about what they called "funmore than 90 years ago to a G.A.R.
Through the eyes of children grow- damental issues."
convention in Columbus. I guess it
We feel a serious need exformation pertaining to opporing up during WW D, the Nazi oc"They worked over all sorts of
was very nice of him to say j the
sts for a more thorough
and
tunities should be more widely
cupation and the post-war years we proclamations and policy papers
"boys" must have "appreciated" it.
omprehensive
attitude
toward
disseminated
to students.
take a journey to hell and visit the (mostly constitutional), as well as
"Boys," whether the "boys" in Bermanifestos.
So that when peace
oreign study. In the long run
For whatever
reasons
the
lin, or the "boys" in Korea, or the
adults who live there. The children
came
(the
real
peace, not the kind
involved
needless
to
say
suffer
a
"boys"
in
Vietnam,
do
seem
tohave
s can only hurt Kenyon
to
College chooses to de-empbathey had heard about from rumors)
great deal, but their story provokes
a
way
of
appreciating
things
about
ursue its present
course of size foreign study, we feel it
war that-generals do not. I guess
more aleeling of admiration than one they~ would have everything ready.
ndifference and, in some cases,
wise to realize that the present
they just realize that they sometimes
of sadness. For children, by their
mplicit
refusal
concerning
a attitude
have more to fear from their genvery nature, it seems, deal with the
may adversely affect
realities of war far more effectively
erals Ulan they do from the so-caned
tudent year abroad.
(See readmissions
and could increase
than their parents. ThatreaUy is the
"enemy."
ated story, page 3)
transfers
to institutions
more
whole point of the book _ Children
But if war turns men into "boys,"
We agree with the report is-- sensitive
to the demand
for
what eITectdoes ithave on real childsee war for what it is and no more. Mostly their dilleren~~_!> w_ere of
ren? War is indeed hell, but through
spelling. Unfortunately nobody had a
sued in 1969 by the Ad Hoc
study abroad. This would sufthe eyes of a child it assumes perWar is something that invades and dictionary. "
ommittee
on International
fice to discredit
an argument
verse proportions beyond compredisrupts their lives. Conquest and
The children know the fundamental·
ducation that
foreign study
that a year abroad is financihension. A new novel, "The Bridge
victory are hollow words. Parents
issues and the answers. They know
to the Other Side" by Monika xotows not for everyone but that inally painful to the College.
that are gone, playmates whcdlsap;
them only tooclearly. War Is a creaaka, like "The Diary of Anne Frank"
pear during the night, the corpse
tion of man not the devil. And the
filled rubble that becomes one huge enemy? Well, he stares backatusin
playground, these are real. When the mirror. Kotowska takes us with
war becomes a wayofUfeforadults,
her children and makes us see, too!
for children it becomes a struggle
a real journey through hell and to
The Student Council protest
Council to take some action
oncerning the 17 story infirm- regarding
the McBride
Sta- Dunlavy complains for existence. And tt's that struggle the otherside.
that saves them. Adults are the
"Although
I underst.ood adults
The students
ary to be erected on the site of dium assemblies.
enemy. How children fight thatadult
better and better as I grew up I did
A certain complaint which I ad,
he now defunct Colburn Hall in the upper decks have been
world and its war is whatthebookis
not understand everything
about
dressed to Student Council on 27
about and what makes itworth readthem. They were terribly hard to
unable to see either the Facas understandable.
The heatSeptember has aroused a good deal
ing. For, the children themselves
understand. They were like some
argument
was inadequate,
ulty processional
or hear the
of hot rhetoric, both in Senate and in
tell their own s~ry and for the adult strange animals nobody but ehild.,
academic
standings
of the 51 the COLLEGIAN, and Lshould like to
owever, to provide sufficient
world on trial the testimony is ren had begun to study."
clear the muddied waters surround;
dormitory
secdamaging.
armth: therefore, the lack of autonomous
ing it.
.Robert Jablonoski
One of the narrators in the book, a
tions.
unctioning
radiators in Peirce
The complaint, which concerned a
The
thirteenth
revision of
all dictated
an adjournment
speech by Dean Crozier, was made
the
second
ten
year
plan
at the urging of some of my cono Rosse Hall.
stituents. I had felt offended byDean
It was also suggested
that
casts
great
doubts upon the
Crozier's speech, but had not plan;
ouncil members be provided
validity of this great leap forned to make any mention of it in
D) Oct. 31 _ The Comml.ttee passed
The Student Mobilization Commitith green data punch cards,
ward.
We understand
that
Council until I felt it my duty as a
on the information that Oct. 31 will
tee
held
its
first
meeting
of
they
ear
representative, acting as the voice of
llowing them to be in the first Kenyon must keep in the forebe National Peace Day. 0\1 this day.
today
in
Rosse
Hall. The Mobilizathose who elected me, to bring it up.
unionists, Third World People, woinner shift, so that they can front of the academic
world;
tion
is
an
outgrowth
of
the
activities
Here is what I said inCouncilatthat
men, high school students, GI's and
of
last
spring,
During
those
lastfew
at on the nights of the Counhowever, the newest tuition intime:
the national anti-war movementwtu
weeks
of
school
many
members
or
il meetings. We see this as a crease puts us in the Guinness
"Last Tuesday, in a speech to the
the community felt that there should join in demonstrations of opposition
oaitive step towards expedit- Book of World Records; fur- members of the Coordinate College, be a permanent body whose function to the war in Southeast Asia. lt was
Dean Crozier warned the girls astressed that people were to decide
ng rational
dialogue.
The thermore,
we can hope for no
would be to obtain and disseminate
gainst propping open the end doors
information on a regular basis from for themselves whether to particiollegian finds itself obliged to relief from the Alumni, as mail of the dormitories to make tt.easter
pate in the 11 am rally at the Cotpeace groups throughout the country.
ejuvenate certain issues which
for them to get in. If these doors are
from
Canada
is proceeding
It is felt that only in this way can we umbus Statehouse. It is an issue of
left open, she said, the rapists will
It feels are of cosmic importindividual conscience.
very slowly.
get in and hide in bathrooms, and react rationally to the chaotic state
E) Suggestions were taken from the
nee.
of Internal and international politics.
President
Del Corso's
ad- when the women go in there, they
floor.
We are still waiting for the
The
purpose
of
today's
meeting
was
dress on Viet Nam seems to will be attacked. I consider this an
F) It was finally stated that memberto
present
information
concerning
onstitution
Committee
report
insult to the dignity andgood taste of
offer little in the way of reasship in the committee was totally
the
follOWingactivities:
ith baited breath. The august
every Kenyon man, and I move that
amorphos and any interested persurance that the War will come
Council direct its President to a~k
A) Mt. Vernon Mobe _ Ideas were
ouncH President has been unsons should contact Stllve Gittelson
to a speedy end; therefore, stufor Dean Crozier's apology."
presented for the promotion of the or Fred Handsman.
ustly blamed
for the yearly
dent activism for the upcoming
I later withdrew the motion when
Mt, Vernon Mobilization. which was
ailure of this committee
to is·
one of the most constructive actiPresidential
elections offer as Mr. Dougan independently agreed to
ue its long awaited
report.
take that action.
vities of last spring. Religious leadlittle hope as the 1980 elections
We cannot
but encourage
L~G~~~:ea~~~~~~at~~~:;~;~
ers in Mt. Vernon have asked for
did four years ago.
volunteers who would like to talk
ur
colleagues
on Student.
of subjecting Dean Crozier to "per_
sonal slander."
Sianderisarather
with church groups onSwulaymorn,,"ie'
te"m to •• -ow aboot .0 ings. It is hoped that such activities
•
..u
ooId
h
I of
Almost six years ago, an article
loosely. IsnaaestthattheCOLLEGlw
open new c anne s
com......
munication between Kenyon and Mt. appeared in the Kenyon COLLEGIAN
AN's editor consult a dictionary,
Vernon. Interested students should about the possibility of getting up a
from which he will learn that "slan_
see Barry Direnfeld.
' graduate program at Kenyon for stuA Journal of Student Opinion
der'
lln!llies a false accusation;
B) Draft _ Chaplin Rogall stated that
dents wishing to go for a M.A. deBox 308
Gambier, Ohio 43022
{6l4} 427-2244, ext. 289
therefore it better applies to the
he w111 continue to council those who gree. This program would be a fiveCOLLEGIAN's
accusation that I have any questions concerning the year en d eavour, WI'th a year a b r oad
Herb Henningl
Editor
Sam lkIrane ExchangeEditor
"slandered" Dean Crozier than to draft.
between the sophomore and junior
AssistantEditor
Jah" Ryenon Headlin"Editor
Run Fields
my complaint against that lady.
C) Elections _Inaccordancewiththe
years. The article stated that the
SportsEditor
Art Underwood Advisor
DickTrethewey
Further, the COLLEGIAN states
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Fifth of ' Civilisation' films
shows tonight at Rosse Hall

Rinks cut
The coach of the Utah Stars of the
American Basketball Association,
Bill Sharman, announcedlastSunday
that John Rinka had been placed on
waivers. This cuts the Stars roster
down to the required 12 players.
The 5_9 guard, whograduated last
June, was the nation's leading college division scorer his senior year.
He also set a myriad of OAC and
Kenyon College records in his four
years Q
e Hill.

by Andy Jenks

Dance & hockey
taught to Coords

BILL CHRISTEN'S pass. iniended for Chris Myers. falls dead as
Kenyon's gridders lost passing momentum in Saturday's 21-0 loss.
(NOTE Ball in left center).

Lords lose

Choose Your Loose
Diamond through
our Diamondscope
Style it to your
Liking from over
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the part of Kenyon, since most of
the teams Kenyonfaces usepro_t;ype
T formations. The size of the of_
fensive and defensive lines is about
equal but the Lords might rate the
edge on offensive fire-power because of the explosive ChristenMyers duo andRoland Parson's running. This should be a good test for
the Lords, now 2_1 for the season.

WISE JEWELERS
200 Mountings
Member
2 Doors
A.G.S.
North of Alcove

The women's physical education
program, headed by Mrs. Kelley, is
presently offering three courses and
hoping to schedule more soon.
The Modern Dance class, consisting of approximately twenty stu,
dents, two of whom are men, meets
in Cruttwell House on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 4:00to 5:00.The job
of teaching the class is shared by
Mrs. Kelley and two students who
will each choreograph for a section
of the class. Later, a ModernDance
program will be presented for the
colleges.
In addition, Thursday evenings at
8:00, Folk Dance Classes are being
held at Cruttwell House. This class
drew fifteen students interested in
Israeli. Yugoslav, Greek, Scottish,
and other international dances.
Varsity Field Hockey for girls Is
also being offered on Mondays and
Wednesdays from 4:00 to 5:00. The
team will play Ohio State, Capital,
Oberlin, and Denison with the possibility of more teams later ..Until
the equipment arrives, the field
hockey classes are meeting in Crut,
twell House.
Besides these classes which are
open to everyone, Wednesday night
has been set aside for women only
in the gym. Also, the swimmingpool
is open for womenonlyevery 'I'hur-s-,
day night.

This evening in Rosse hall the fifth
of a thirteen film series
by Sir
Kenneth Clark, entitled, "Civiliza_
tion,' will be presented. Tonight's
film is "The Hero as an Artist."
This program of educational [Urns
was produced for the British Broadcasting Company by Sir Kenneth,
Professor of Art History at the untv,
ersil;y of London.
The presentation at Kenyonis fi_
nanced through the Lectureship
Committee Fund. The arrangements
for showing these films at Kenyon
this fall was the work of Professor
WoUf with support from Professors
Cummings and York combined with
help from Provost Haywood and
President Caples.
One of the -major problems with
these films is that they were made
specificly for television.LordClark
tries to develop a friendly one-toone relationship inhis lectures. This
technique which is vital to television
looks awkward when seen in the the;
ater.
"Civilisation," it must be reauz-,
ed, is similar to a survey course.
the important aspect is not whatyou

learn but what ,you are exposed to,
When you discover, after being ex.
posed to many phases ofarthistory,
that you are interested b,y ene sec,
tion and pursue it in detail or are
disinterested entirely withthe whole
idea, then the goal of these films ha,
been achieved.
Lord Clark presents a colorful and
well-made series of films with an
excellent soundtrack. Althoughthey
do not cover all, or even a major
part of the history of western cui.
ture, what small part he does covet
is well done.
These films will also be shown on
television,
starting
Wednesday,
October 7, on the Public Broadcast.
Ing System, sponsored by the Xerox
Corporation. They also are cur,
rently being shown in all major rnu,
seums across the country.
The remaining films in the series
are "Protest ami Communication,"
on Oct. 15, followed by "Grandeur
and Obedience," "The Light of Ex.
perience," "The Pursuit of Happi.
ness,"
"The Smile of Reason,"
"The Worship of Nature," "The
Fallacies of Hope," and finally
"Heroic Materialism."

The Iron Horse
Ole OpTY," and a Saturday football
game between Vanderbilt and Tennessee are planned aspartofthe en;
tertainment. 'Thegroupwllf return to'
Columbus on Sunday. Some students
have gone on these trips in thepast,
and Prof. Horwitz invities those interested in joining the group for the
Nashville excursion to see him as
soon as possible _ reservations are
limited. Included in his future plans
is a 5,000 mile trip from Laredo,
Texas to Mexico City next summer,
at$130 apiece, Mexican rates.
The reason Prof. Horwitz was able
to purchase this car at such a low
price is that all railroads are dts.,
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continuing passenger service every
daY: Many of America's best rail.
road cars are being sold inexpen,
si"Velyto Mexico, Canada, and pr-I;
vate organizations Those that cannot be sold are scrapped. (Prof.
Horwitz mentioned that the scrap
value of his car could be as much as
$4,000 today). He stated further that
he feels those cars sold to tndtvtd,
uals and clubs may soon be the last
of this sort or passenger equipment
left in the United States.
As a great lover of rail travel,
Prof, Horwitz noted the "closeness
to the countryside" whichhe feels is
missed in today's airplane trips.

I

ANNIVERSARY SALE
Come One!

Come All

where?

LARRY'S PIZZA AND SUBS
Brooklyn St., Gambier

(next to telephone office)

when?

OCTOBER 11th thru 11th

why?

ALL PRI'CESCUT 50% OFF REGULAR PRICE
HOMEMADEPIZZA

what?
Regular Prices
.

4-pc. Chicken
21 Shrimp
3 lake Perch
6 Wing Dings
French Fries

1.20
1.20
.90
.70
.30

Items
Cheese
1
2
3
4
5

Single 10"
1.25
1.55
1.85
2.15
2.45
2.75

Double 12"
1.75
2.05
2.35
2.65
2.95
3.25

Family 15"
2.25
2.55
2.85
3.15
3.45
3.75

Items: Pepperoni, Sausage, Ham, Hamburger, Mushrooms,
Anchovies, Onions, Peppers.
Subs: Regular Price -

.90

